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False Face
Laney McIntyre is an ordinary 13-year-old
trying hard to cope with her divorced
parents -- her mother, a beautiful and
efficient antique dealer, and her father, a
dreamy, impractical archaeologist. Tom
Walsh is half-Iroquois and struggling to
come to terms with his fathers death and a
move away from the reserve where he grew
up. One day Laney and Tom discover
Iroquois false-face masks in a nearby bog.
They soon learn that these are much more
than mere ancient artifacts. Tom and Laney
must experience harrowing fear and danger
before realizing the full power the masks
hold over each other, and especially over
the people who possess them. The two
friends must come to grips with the terrible
peril posed by trying to control both the
masks and the emotions they engender in
their owners, a power that definitely does
not want to be controlled.
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False Face Batman: the Brave and the Bold Wiki Fandom Define false-face: disguised by a false face. What made
you want to look up falseface? Please tell us where you read or heard it (including the quote, True or False-Face Wikipedia Action False Face traps Batman and Robin, and binding them to a subway track just minutes before a train
is scheduled to come by. presenting a false face - The False Face Society is a DCAU criminal organization consisting
of mostly masked false face - definition of false face in English Oxford Dictionaries Preparation isnt a false face, its
a sign of respect for the process, the position and the people deciding who gets the job. US NewsAug 29, 2016. When
you and False face Synonyms, False face Antonyms Define false face: a caricature of human or animal features that
is made of cloth, plaster, or similar material and worn over the face : mask. Images for False Face People with a False
Face usually never admit to their inconsistent, hypocritical behavior. They use their False Faces to get what they want
and Malachi Throne - Wikipedia False Face was a self-proclaimed master of disguise who created problems for
Batman and Robin False-face Definition of False-face by Merriam-Webster a mask, especially as traditionally worn
ceremonially by Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. false face Dictionary Definition : Synonyms for present a false face at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Dictionary and Word of the Day. Batman True or False Face (TV Episode 1966) - IMDb A mask that is fashioned
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after the face of an animal or a human, especially such a mask carved from wood and used in the rituals of an Iroquois
secret society. False face - definition of false face by The Free Dictionary False face definition, a mask covering the
face. See more. False Face Society - Wikipedia Synonyms for false-face at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. False Face Definition of False Face by Merriam-Webster 1799 Federal
Gaz. & Baltimore Daily Advt. (MD) 18 May [3]/2, A fellow was taken up to-day for wearing a false face, but as it is a
thing so very common now a False face Define False face at False Face (Video 2009) - IMDb Myrna Fahey Billy
Curtis Joe Brooks Chuck Fox S. John Launer Patrick Whyte Mike Ragan Michael Fox Gary Owens Special Guest
Villain: ? as False- Present a false face - False Face considers himself The Master of Disguise. He has the ability to
change his face to false face - definition of false face in English Oxford Dictionaries The False Face Society is
probably the best known of the medicinal societies among the Iroquois, especially for its dramatic wooden masks. The
masks are used Urban Dictionary: False Face False Face DC Database Fandom powered by Wikia Malachi
Throne (December 1, 1928 March 13, 2013) was an American stage and television He played the villain False Face in
the ABC Batman (1966) series. The character, who used a variety of disguises to effect his nefarious schemes False
Face (Malachi Throne) Batman Wiki Fandom powered by False Face was a villain and enemy of Batman in the
Batman 1960s TV Series. He was portrayed by Malachi Throne. False-Face (Character) - Comic Vine This is the
False Face disambiguation page. False Face is a name that has been used by several false face Dictionary of American
Regional English Thriller Teds gambling problem is taking a toll on his relationship, his finances and his sanity. He
owes a lot of money that he cant pay back and hes at the end False Face Society DC Database Fandom powered by
Wikia a mask, especially as traditionally worn ceremonially by Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more
from Oxford Dictionaries. False Face Society - The Canadian Encyclopedia Synonyms for presenting a false face at
with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. False Face Batman Wiki
Fandom powered by Wikia The best known of several curing societies among the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) of the
lower Great Lakes was the False Face Society. False Face (Earth-One) DC Database Fandom powered by Wikia
Synonyms for false face at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day.
Drama A psychopathic plastic surgeon transforms a young accident victim into the spitting image of his missing
daughter. false face - definition of false face in English Oxford Dictionaries False Face was a criminal make-up artist
and master of disguise who uses his skill to impersonate wealthy people. He. Batman and Robin encountered him just
once, but False Face later became a villain in the 1960s TV series.
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